
 

The Rotten Society 

Kiplang’at Vitalis Chemining’wa 

Welcome to our society 

The rotten era 

Where valued most is revolution. 

 

Not contemplating the outcome 

The society where parity has faded away 

Personal duty is already dead 

No one cares about the other. 

 

People are filled with pride and hatred 

Only craving personal health and happiness  

Thirst and hunger for wealth can’t be quenched  

Peace has been preempted 

Love for one another no longer exists 

The less fortunate suffer the most. 

 

Obsessed with making their lives successful 

Those in authority care less about their citizens 

Tribalism and bigotry are daily psalms. 

 

Look at the preachers. 

Greedy for tithes, increasing their personal riches 

Who should I trust? Since there’s no one to look up to 

Youth have already lost their ways of life. 

 



Deeply sank into alcoholism and drug abuse 

Traffic cops do their work no more 

But collect bribes instead 

Corruption has taken over at an alarming rate. 

 

Infidelity has taken route 

I can’t consider decorum anymore 

It’s lose for win   

Rather than win or lose. 

 

Society is devoid of morals 

Acrid it is  

Full of miasma 

Saying no is a question that  

Can’t be deciphered 

‘Cause even the stakeholders 

Are in the system 

Outwitting the kinsmen 

With sweet talk  

The kinsmen are devoid of knowledge 

I can’t say no anymore! 

‘Cause it’s a lose for win 

Rather than win for lose! 

 

 

 

 

 



Love 
Kiplang’at Vitalis Chemining’wa 

Dear love 

Take my hand   

Forget about the world. 

I will love you like  

You have never been loved before. 

 

Look into my eyes 

Always dream about us both 

Together, we will conquer  

And reach up to the skies. 

No frowns, no tears  

Just smiles and laughter. 

 

We are just young lovers  

But if God lets us, 

We will get married after. 

Let me shower you with compliments. 

Your eyes sparkle like the stars 

And your smile shines as bright as the sun. 

 

We are just in our first chapter. 

But our love story has just begun. 

Now take my hand  

Be my favourite 

And surely I'll treat you better  

I will love you  

Like you have never been loved before 



 

 


